LIST OF HEROES FOR THE HOST – EXPANSION PACK #1
All players are optional and 10 may be played by either gender, 2 are female.

Hero

Brief bio

Suggested
attire

RABBITRON

Lolo O’Hare comes from a small town and is a
simple person with simple dreams. That is, until
Lolo starts to run and morph into Rabbitron!
Rabbitron is the fastest super hero in the galaxy!
Only when someone says Lolo O’Hare does
Rabbitron transform back into an unassuming
human. For this reason, Lolo’s true identity is kept
a secret. It would be a disaster if Lolo’s real name
fell into the wrong hands!

A rabbit costume with
a cape. A large carrot
as a prop.

Originally hailing from the planet Mars, The Animal
came to Earth on an interplanetary discovery
mission. That is when this hero discovered their
awesome superpowers on Earth! The Animal can
speak to and summon all living creatures within a
mile radius! With newfound powers, The Animal
recently joined the Justice Confederation!

Any animal print
costume (i.e. cow,
zebra, cheetah, etc.)
with an animal print
cape. Optional props
are stuffed animals.

Powers of Speed
Optional
Either gender

THE ANIMAL
Powers of All Things
Living
Optional
Either gender

POGO

Superhuman Powers
Optional
Either gender

GOTHICON
Powers of Rock ‘n Roll
Optional
Either gender

THE GENERAL
Powers of Mimicry
Optional
Either gender
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Pogo’s father is a scientist at National
Laboratories. He created a prototype Pogo Stick
U-3398 that was designed to grant its rider
temporary superhuman powers while taking a
bouncy ride. Pogo discovered the prototype in the
lab by accident, and Pogo’s father soon found the
pogo stick worked too well, since Pogo’s
superhuman powers remained after the ride and
have intensified ever since! Pogo uses the new
superhuman powers for the good of humankind!
Gothicon is one of the most notorious superheroes
in the Justice Confederation. A distant relative of
Dark Fang, Gothicon draws upon the dark side for
power. Gothicon has an additional talent with
reciting rock ‘n roll lyrics. Once the lyrics are
performed, all listeners are immobilized and enter
a deep coma-like trance. Hardened criminals
should beware of this rockin’ songbird!
The General is the demanding superhero gifted
with the ability to copy or absorb another’s powers
and skills. The General’s also endowed with the
powers of Precog, which gives the ability to
perceive the future! The visions are sometimes
clear, but overall, The General can sense danger!
The other heroes keep the General happy to avoid
the feared power of memory erasure!

Any type of athletic
outfit and cape with a
pogo stick as an
optional prop.

All black clothing.
White makeup with
black lipstick and
black nail polish.

A military style
superhero costume
with gold trim / gold
cape with 5 gold stars
assembled on the
shoulders/cape.

BRON
Powers of Chi
Optional
Either gender

POISON LEAF
Powers of Vegetation
Optional
Either gender

BURLY
Powers of Telepathy &
Athleticism
Optional
Either gender

GRANNYGIRL
Powers of Wisdom and
Foresight
Optional
Female

WONDER MOUSE
Powers of Speed and
Agility
Optional
Either gender
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Bron works closely with the military and federal
government while drawing upon all forms of life
energy for superhuman strength, speed, and catlike reflexes. Recently, Bron was called upon to
intercept a meteor headed for the Earth! This
brute force hero is gifted with the ability of power
negation, as Bron can cancel out another
superhero’s power for any length of time, but at
the price of losing Chi power. Using this power in
a room of villains would not be wise for Bron!

Any superhero
costume -preferably
with a muscled chest.
Optional: make some
heavy-looking items
(i.e. a meteor) out of
Styrofoam and use as
optional props.

Poison Leaf is the alluring superhero with powers
drawn from plants. Beware of this foliage
controller, as Poison Leaf has a rather nasty
temper! Stand clear as when Poison’s rage flares,
as poisons and toxins arrive at Poison’s fingertips!
Poison Leaf can also manipulate pheromones to
create various effects on all living creatures including humans! One with nature, Poison Leaf
can sense and manipulate the overall well-being
of the environment.

Green bodysuit/shirt
and a red or green
long-hair wig. Cut
green leaves out of
felt and sprinkle with
green glitter (if played
by a girl) and attach to
the costume. Cover a
green hair band with
glittery leaves (for a
girl).

Burly is an unassuming rugby player by day and a
crime-fighting hero by night! Burly’s powers come
from an extraordinary athletic ability. Once
engaged in any type of sport, Burly draws aweinspiring electrical power from the environment.
Some say fire has shot out from the back of
Burly’s cleats! Another quirk about this super
crime fighter is if a television is in the room, some
say Burly can draw upon that power to read and
control your mind.
Grannygirl is an unassuming 100-year-old lady
that has lived a satisfying and enjoyable life in the
quiet town of Sunnyville with her over-sized pet
eagle named Earl. On her 100th birthday,
however, she was bestowed with an unexpected
superpower of wisdom and foresight! She knows
exactly what any criminal will do before they do it,
so she preemptively attacks with her fierce knitting
needle laser probes! There is nothing that gets by
this granny!
Wonder Mouse is a force to be reckoned with in
the big city of New York. The hero scuttles through
crowds at lightning speed, and is always the first
to the scene of the crime. Known for the dazzling
rope twister, Wonder Mouse can tie any villains’
ankles together in mere seconds, and they never
know what hit them. The citizens of New York feel
much safer with Wonder Mouse watching the
streets!

Any type of superhero
costume with any
athletic type props (i.e.
basketball, football,
etc.)

Elderly woman
costume. Any
superhero cape –
preferably something
knitted. Knitting
needles and a stuffed
eagle as optional
props.
Headband with mouse
ears affixed. Using
face paint, draw a
mouse nose, whiskers
on your face. Any
superhero cape. Affix
a giant yellow ‘M’ (i.e.
felt) to your chest.

FAIRY AVENGER
Powers of Pixie Dust
Optional
Female

MORPHOVOX
Powers of Shapeshifting
Optional
Either gender

The Fairy Avenger hails from a small pocket within
the Amazon rain forest called Tinkerville. With her
forest threatened, she set out into the big world to
do what she could to save her people. During her
journey, she realized there was a lot of bad in the
big world, and she knew she could help! Her pixie
dust is the most powerful substance on Earth, and
a few sparkles are all this fairy needs to get
whatever she wants.

Fairy costume. A fairy
wand and lots of pixie
dust (pixie sticks are
fine). Or, you can get
a small velvet pouch
and put some glitter in
it. But don’t spill it
during the party!

Morphovox trained on the hard streets of New
York City before being invited to become a
member of the Justice Confederation. Morphovox
has the ability to shapeshift into any item and
blend in with the space. This is a dangerous ability
to foes, and Morphovox is often used for spy
missions.

Any type of morph
suit. You blend in, so
try to match a wall, or
something that will be
in the party room – if
you can find out in
advance.

For more information about your game, head over to the Your
Mystery Party guest pre-game site at:
YourMysteryParty.com/Justice
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